The Lunar Nodes on the Shamanic Astrology Timeline of Life
The Nodes/Middle World

Nodal Gifts

Nodal Transits

Middle world Process

Intent is to experience
deepest essence of Nodal
initiatory process for
realigning with the original
intent or original life intent
and the fulfillment of your
divine purpose.

Nodal Cycles occur every 19 years returning
exactly every 18.6 years

The North Node opens new
doors to knowing and
expressing your soul’s purpose
but is usually not a dramatic
event unless other initiations
are present.

Cycle begins with Nodal Return – Ends on the
Birthday with Metonic Moon Return. This cycle
gets longer as you get older.

The Nodes are our Time Track
North Node – Destination point or
future oriented direction Linked with
Life Purpose
South Node – Origination point or
releasing limiting patterns of the past
and using wisdom gained to move
toward future
Metonic Moon Return – when the
Moon returns near same sign and
degree around the Solar Return (or
birthday) and the original signature of
Sun and Moon is recreated.

Revitalizes vision of future
direction and what the next 19
years are about

The Metonic Moon Return frames
the Nodal Cycle marking the end of
the Nodal Return and the beginning of
the Nodal Reversal.

Being in the womb of
possibilities. Time to throw
everything into the air with
non-attachment.

Metonic Moon Returns are powerful
ceremonial Timings to further energize
your desire in the World of Form.

Releasing past patterns that
prevent movement toward
destiny

Nodal Return (like Jupiter)
activates a higher octave of one’s life
purpose - like a Pregnant void.
Expansion, a youthening time.

Magical window when the
timing is “right” to live your
destiny. Trust Intuition and
take risks.

If you have a dream or desire and its
true for your soul purpose you will get
feedback that supports forward
movement and you can trust this is
coming from your Executive Council.

Conscious participation with a
Nodal Cycle when in alignment
with your soul’s intent “Magic
Happens”

Nodal Reversal (like Saturn) is a
realignment with original intent often
requiring a change to one or more
basic patterns for the purpose of
supporting an In the World
Manifestation of the soul’s purpose.
Must let go of attachment to lineage –
sacrifice something (let go)
Can’t go down the same road anymore

This is time to give yourself
freedom to explore your true
heart’s desires and see what
gets supported
A Middle World Time where
people, places, and events
move you toward your destiny
if not encumbered by Pluto,
Neptune or Uranus - or a stuck
Saturn process.
Knock at the door, it opens,
and you are greeted with “we
have been waiting for you”…
First Must knock

Notes on the Lunar Nodes created by Cayelin for the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School

Nodal Returns (when the transiting North
Node returns to the Natal North Node) occurs
at age 18.6-19, 37.3-38, 55.8-57, 74-76
aligning with original intent

Nodal Reversal (when the transiting South
Node conjuncts the natal North Node) occurs
at age 8, 27, 46, 65, 84 repolarization or
realignment with original intent
Cycle begins with the Metonic Moon return on
the Birthday and ends when the Transiting
Node conjuncts the opposite Node a few
months later. This cycle gets shorter.
Transits of the Nodes to Angles or
Planets produce events or messages coming
from your Executive Council. Cycle begins
three months before and goes until three
months after the exact contact.
Planets conjunct the North Node represent
what else you are learning to incorporate and
help evolve in the current life.
NN to Saturn – learning how to be an elder
NN to Uranus – learning how to be the
radical revolutionary
NN to Moon – incorporating the past in a
new way for future destiny
Planets conjunct the South Node represents
the medicine you bring with you this life and
yet must surrender in a way so it can evolve
and support the evolution of your soul
purpose this life.
SN to Venus – person from past shows up
for a completion
SN to Moon – can get lost in past/nostalgia best
strategy is to release attachment. Rather harvest
something from the past that helps move you
toward destiny
SN to Sun, Mars, Mercury or Angles –
retrieving past knowledge or skill to move
toward future…connecting past and future in
the now
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